IEI Class Schedule --- Summer 2015

**MWF 9:00-10:50/ TR 9:00-10:20**

- BOGAN, Judy  
  RW Foundations  
  CL201
- DALLE, Anissa  
  Reading/Writing 1  
  CL415
- CLARK, Nina  
  Reading/Writing 2  
  CL117
- DALTON, Richard  
  Reading/Writing 3  
  CL413
- DURDEN, Ann  
  Reading/Writing 4  
  MWF CL317/ TR CL133
- MILLS, Chelsea  
  Reading/Writing 5  
  CL429
- TRIMBLE, Marilyn  
  RW Summer Adv  
  MWF CL411/ TR CL135

**MWF 11:10-12:00/ TR 10:40-12:00**

- MUELLER, Andy  
  Grammar Foundations  
  CL201
- BLDAIR, Issa  
  Grammar 1  
  CL117
- DURDEN, Ann  
  Grammar 2  
  MWF CL317/ TR CL133
- SANBORN, Caleb  
  Grammar 3  
  CL429
- DALLE, Anissa  
  Grammar 4  
  CL415
- TRIMBLE, Marilyn  
  Grammar 5  
  MWF CL411/ TR CL135
- DALTON, Richard  
  Grammar Summer Adv  
  CL413

**Tuesdays and Thursdays 1:00 - 2:50**

- BLDAIR, Issa  
  LS Foundations  
  PT129
- MUELLER, Andy  
  Listening/Speaking 1  
  PT309
- BOGAN, Judy  
  Listening/Speaking 2  
  PT311
- DURDEN, Ann  
  Listening/Speaking 3  
  PT329
- SANBORN, Caleb  
  Listening/Speaking 4  
  PT201
- CLARK, Nina  
  Listening/Speaking 5  
  PT205
- DALLE, Anissa  
  LS Summer Adv  
  PT213

**Mondays and Wednesdays 1:00 – 2:50**

- BATTLE, Sheila  
  Advanced Pronunciation  
  PT201
- CLARK, Nina  
  Basic Pronunciation  
  PT205
- SANBORN, Caleb  
  IEI Newspaper  
  PT129
- THOMPSON, Marie  
  Interm Conversation  
  PT213

**Community Classes**

**Tuesday and Thursday Evenings 6:00 - 8:00**

- BOGAN, Judy  
  Interm Comm Skills  
  PT231

**Saturdays 9:30 - 11:30**

- TBA  
  Basic Comm Skills  
  PT209
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